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INTRODUCTION 
The aim of this paper is to compute the number p(n, k) defined by the 
title. As a matter of fact we shall accomplish somewhat more, and compute 
the probability that the product of k n x n matrices over a finite field, is of 
rank r. 
Needless to say our result has nothing to do with probability theory, and 
the problem and its solution are purely combinatorial. 
In Section 1 we introduce our basic terminology and notation, in par- 
ticular the Gaussian coefficients [;I. We prove a formula for the number of 
linear transformations T of a vector space such that dim T(Z) = j where Z is 
a given i-dimensional subspace. Using this, we derive a recursive formula 
for the desired probability p(n, k). 
In Section 2 we use the q-analogue of the binomial theorem to prove two 
combinatorial identities involving the Gaussian coefficients. These are 
needed for the proof of our main theorem but may prove to be of some 
independent interest. 
The last section is devoted entirely to the statement and proof of our 
main result-an explicit formula for p(n, k). The proof is by induction but 
involves some rather nontrivial manipulations. 
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1. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Let F= Fq be the field of q elements, N an n-dimensional vector space 
over F, and R = HomAN, N) = M,(F,) the ring of n dimensional matrices 
over F, 
IN = q”, 1 RI = 9”‘. (1) 
We shall use the notation 
WI = 1, [n]=(q”-l)[n-l]=(q”-l)(q”-‘-1).(4-l) (2) 
Cnl Cnlkl= Cn-kl -~(q”-l)(q”-‘-l)...(q”-~+L1) (3) 
n [I Cnl 
(q”-l)...(q”-k+lLl) 
k =[k][k-k]= (q’V)...(q-1) 
The numbers [;I are called the Gaussian coefficients. As is well known, [;I 
is the number of k-dimensional subspaces of N. In particular, we have 
[:]=[n:k]- (4) 
For more information about the Gaussian coefficients, see, for example, 
[l-3]. 
LEMMA 1. Let Z and J be i and j-dimensional subspaces of N, with i > j. 
Then 
(a) #{T~Hom,(l,J)/T(Z)=J}=q(~)[ilj] 
(b) #(ToHomF(N, N)I T(Z)=J} =q”(n-i)+(:)[iljl 
(c) #(TeHom,(N, N)ldim,T(Z)=j}=q”‘“-“+(/2)[ilj][;]. 
Proof: (a) By fixing some basis for Z and J, the number we are looking 
for is the number of j x i matrices over F, of rank j. The first row of such a 
matrix can be chosen in (qi - 1) ways; the second has to be independent of 
the first, so it can be chosen in qi - q ways, etc. The desired number is 
(qi-l)(q~-q)...(q~-qj-~) 
= 1+2+...+j-l(qi-l)(qi-l-l)...(qi-j+l-1) 
9 
= q(:)[il j]. 
(b) Write N = Z@ I’ and then 
# { TE Hom,(N, N) 1 T(Z) = J} 
= # { TE HornAl, J) ( T(Z) = J} # ( TE Hom,(Z’, N)} 
=4 n(n-i)+(l)[il j]. 
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(cl 
# { TE Hom,(N, N) I dimF T(Z) =j} 
= #(JIJEN,~~~.J=~}#{TEH~~~-(N,N)IT(Z)=J) 
n 
= 
[I .i 
qrtcn-f)+ ($)[il j]. 
We shall denote by m, = mJn, q) the number we derived in Lemma 1, 
i.e.. 
qn("pi)+(i)[~][i[j], n>iaj>O 
mii= 
0, i < j. 
(5) 
If Z is an i-dimensional subspace of ZV, and T is a random linear transfor- 
mation in HornAN, N), we shall denote by pq the conditional probability 
that dim, T(Z) = j given that dim,Z is i (i2 j), 
P~,=~{dim,T(Z)=j}Idimp,=;. (6) 
Clearly we have 
(7) 
Finally define two (n + 1) x (n + 1) matrices 
M = (m,), P=(pii), O<i, j<n. (8) 
Let Z again be an i-dimensional subspace of N. Choosing now T,, T2,..., Tk 
at random from Hom,(N, N), denote by “pu the probability that the 
dimension of Z will go down to j after applying T, ,..., Tk to it 
kp,=~{dim,TkTk~,...T,(Z)=j}IdimF,=i, n>i>jaO. (9) 
LEMMA 2. 
“pg = (F),. 
Proof: Induction on k. For k = 1 we have, by definition 
‘pii=&=(P 
(10) 
Now the induction step follows from the trivial observation that 
k+‘Pij=9’{dim, T,,, T,... T,(Z)= j} 
= i ~{dim,Tk~~~T,(Z)=Z}~{dim Tk+l(L)=j}ldimFLs, 
/=j 
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In the proof we have used the fact that P and hence Pk are lower 
triangular and hence 
o=(P)~=(pk)il for 1 > i, 1< j. 
We shall be interested in the probability for the product of k n x n matrices 
over t;, to be zero. Denote that probability by p(n, k) and we have 
p(n,k)=~(T,T,_,...T,=OIT,EM,(F,)) 
=S(T,T,_,... T,(V) = 0} = (Pk)&. (11) 
Our program is now as follows. We need to compute the bottom-left cor- 
ner element of a kth power of a given matrix P. We want to extract from 
the recursive definition of (P“) nO an explicit formula for (Pk),O. Since the 
relationship between P and Ml is given in (7) we shall find it easier to 
search for (Mk),, where Ml is defined by (5) and (8). We shall also find it 
convenient to denote the element in the i, j positiion in Mk by kmii, 
fkAk = (kmG), rnti = ‘mu. (12) 
Since Mk + ’ = Ml kM we have the recursion formula 
” 
k+‘mnj= 1 kmnvmv,, j = O,..., n. (13) 
v=j 
We state the following easy fact. 
LEMMA 3. Let { ak) be a sequence of numbers defined recursively by 
a, =a, a k+ 1 = Qak + i birf. (14) 
i=l 
Then ak is given explicitly by 
ak=aQk-I+ i biri ’ rk-'-Qkpl 
i= 1 ri-Q ’ 
(15) 
Before stating and proving our main theorem we shall prove several 
combinatorial results. 
2. SOME COMBINATORIAL IDENTITIES 
We need two combinatorial identities which are of independent interest. 
They can be proved directly, but quick and unified proofs are obtained by 
using the q-analogue of the binomial theorem. We follow Goulden and 
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Jackson [4] in presenting this material. Define a polynomial in two 
variables Q,(z, x) by 
n-l 
Qn(z, -u) = n (x + q’z). 
i=O 
(16) 
It is rather easy to see [4, Lemma 2.6.91 that 
Q,(z, x) = ,co [f] q(h- I. (17) 
Now, the q-analogue of the binomial theorem states that 
QJ-x,z)= f [;I PA--x, v) Qn-d-x z). 
k=O 
LEMMA 4. 
n-k 
c~I~-~]= 1 (-1)-k-i n-k q(i:l)+ki. 
i=O [ 1 i (19) 
ProoJ Substitute z = qk and x = -(l/q) in Q,_,(z, x). From (16) we 
have 
k+l 
=4 k--n n (q’- l)=qk-n[n(n-k]. 
I=” 
On the other hand, using (17) we get 
Q”-k(qk,-f)=~~[n~k]q(~)qki( _ i!!-“-j 
n-k 
= C (-,)n-k-iq(i:‘)+ki+(k-n), 
i=O 
Equating the two expressions yields the desired result. 
By taking k = 0 in the lemma and noting that [n I n] = [n], we get: 
COROLLARY. 
Cn]= i (-1)-f ‘i’ ,W). 
i=O [I (20) 
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&(-1)“*g$] [nln-k]=l. (21) 
ProoJ: We shall use (18), substituting z = 0, y = q”+ ‘, x = q. Then 
n-1 
&(-x,z)=QJ-q,O)= l-I (-q’+‘)=(-l)“y(‘;‘) 
t=0 
k-l 
Qk(-x,y)=Qk(-q,q”+‘)= n (qn+l-q~+l)=q(k~l)k~‘(q~-f-~) 
1=0 I 
=q(*:l)[nlk]. 
0 
Finally 
n-k-l 
= ,Fo (-4 
n+l+r)=(_~)n-kqq(3,1-k+~un~k’~ 
Putting it all into (18), we get 
q(k:‘)Cn,k,(-l)“-kyiJn-k+zl”“-k’ 
Or 
[nIk]q(k;1)+(3n-k+;“n-k1 -(“:‘I 
k=O 
l= f (-1)“ ; 
k=O [I [n 1 k] q’” - k)2. 
Now replacing k by 
proved the lemma. 
n -k and remembering that [;I = [,! k] we have 
3. THE MAIN THEOREM 
THEOREM 1. For all n, k, q and 0 6 t < n we have 
(22) 
Prooj The proof is by induction on t. For t=O we substitute in (22) 
km,n = q(Z)k[n lnlk = (q(;)[n In])” = (m,,)k 
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which is the correct result, using the definition of mu (5) and the fact that 
since Ml is lower triangular, ( Mlk),n = (RYU,,)~ = (m,,)k. 
We shall now assume (22), to hold for 0, l,..., t - 1 and prove it for 1. 
From the recursion (13) and the induction hypothesis, we have 
f 
k+lm 
m--r= Ii km,Gmonpr= Jf km,n_,m,-,,-,=km,n-rmn-m~r 
rJ=n-l CT=0 
, ~- 1 
+cs 
m+(“T’) 
a=0 [ 1 ,T, [n-oa)n-t, q+ )+(;) nill 0 
x t (-l)“-’ 0 
( V=O [I V q(~)(q(“~l)[n,n-v,)*) 
1-l 4 
= km nn-rmn-,n-,+ C 1 (-~)"-Yqflu+("5')+(~)C(~)+u(1--n) 
0=0 F=O 
Now applying Lemma 3, with ok = km,n- I, a, = a = mnn-, = q("T') 
[nIn-t12/[n--] and Q = mn-,n-, = q""("~')[njn-t] = q(;)+(':') 
[nln-t], we get 
kmnn-r=4 (“;‘I [;~~~;12(q(;)i(ii1)ln,n-fl)*i’ 
I-1 n 
+ c c (-I)“-“s 
n~+(“p)+(;)+(;)++n)+(;)+(v:‘) 
a=0 v=o 
x[n:l][:][e] [In-oln-t][njn-v] 
X 
(q(;)+(Y:l)[n(n--])k~l-(q(;)+(':l)[nln-t])k-l 
q(;)+(Y:l)[nln--]-q(I;)+(r:l)[PtIn--] . 
Simplifying, we get 
km ‘;l)[nIn-t])k+’ 
I-1 c7 
+ c c (-1)~~~q(“:‘)+(;)+(“T’)+” 
a=0 v=o 
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[nIn-l]3[tlt-v]2 
x [n-t][t-a][o-v] (qt;)+(“:‘)[nIn-t])k-2 
x [tIt-v]“~‘-(qtl:l)~(Y:l))k-l 
[tIt-v]-qt’:l)-w) . 
It is easy to see that the whole expression is divisible by qqcnk- ‘[) + (;I[ 71. 
We shall write 
and proceed to evaluate B. We shall also write p,(q) for 
q(‘:‘)-(“i’)- [tit-v], which is clearly a polynomial in q, 
r-1 (I 
+ 1 c (-l)u~~qk(Y:‘)+(u:‘)-Y 
o=o !J=o 
x [nIn-t]k[tlt-v]2(q(f:1)~(v:1))k-’ 
Ct - 01 co - VI P”(4) 
1-l 0 
- c c (-l)u-vqk(“:l)+(u~l)-Y 
o=o v=o 
Changing the order of summation in both double sums from Ct:\ C;=o to 
C:=h xi:“,;\ and writing JI for CJ - v, we get after some rearrangment 
x l+tc’,(;) Ctlt-v12 
r ( 
t-i-1 (-~)nq(n+;+l) 
“=O P”(4) n=O r-t-~--IL-~1 )I 
-1:: [nln-rl*qk(b:(~)v[fjt-v]k+l 
Y 
x 1-i-l (qnqtn+;+o 
( > n=O Ct-~-vlCnl . 
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We shall now use Lemma 4 to evaluate the terms under the 71 summation 
BY (19h 
py(q)=q(‘:l)-(v:lL [t/t-v] 
= q(y-(“;‘)- ‘f’ (-,),-“-7l t-y ,(“;‘)+“z 
7Z=O L 1 1--Y = _ c (-,),-v-z t vq(";')+"7c. 
IT=0 [ 1 7  
Therefore 
t-i-1 (-~)ng(z+;+l) 
n=O Ct-~--lC~l 
J-l)‘-‘q(“:‘) r-v-1 
[t---v1 
Jo (-I),--, qW)+~~ [‘iv] 
Substituting in the expression for B, we get 
B=q’k~l)(‘:l)[nIn-t]k 
,- 1 
1- 1 (-l)~--vq(;)+(“:‘) 
“=O 
[:I cw-VI} 
f-1 
+ [nln-t]k c (-l)~-~q(;)+k(“;l) [tlt--lk+‘. 
V=O Cl-VI 
Now, from Lemma 5, we have 
r-1 
l- 1 (-1yq” : [tIt-v]=q’2. 
V=O [I 
Substituting this in B, we get 
B=q (k--)(‘:‘)+‘2[nIn-t]k+ CnIn-t]k 
(‘qtlt-v])* 
V=O 
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=4 (k~l)(‘:l)+l*[n,n-t,k 
+y (-l)tPyq(S) : (q(Y:l)[t~t-Y][n~n-t])~ 
“=O [I 
= i (-yq(;) : (qw)[n(n-v,)k. 
V=O [I 
Combining this with (22) yields the desired result. 
We have set out to compute the probability that the product of k n x n 
matrices over F, will be zero. Note that we have accomplished somewhat 
more: We have computed the probability that the product of k matrices 
will be of rank r, since by (9) the probability is clearly “p,, which is given 
by km,, through (7). Hence 
THEOREM 2. Let Fq be the field of q elements. The probability that the 
product of k n x n matrices over F, will have rank r is 
“P,~ = (q-“2k)(km,,) (24) 
where ‘m,,, is given by (22). 
In particular, the probability that such product will vanish is 
q(n,k)=kp,o=q();)(k-')-n2k i (-I)"-'q(i) (q(':l)[nin-t])k. 
I=0 
Proof: Substitute t = n in (22) and replace r by n - t. Note that lemma 
5 is but a special case of (25) for k = 1. 
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